Future-Life-Net: our cooperative physical paradigm
Although a belated proposition, I am now without question, one of the "luckiest" people
on earth. I have changed human paradigms. Now, it seems a new world of friendship,
intellectual sustenance, cooperation and hope, simply arrive at my door each day with all
but no effort. It appears as if this is luck, but luck, is not luck! I am myself entirely
certain, and have written copiously regarding the notion that: the change is not only
psychological, for it is that, but also a matter of the interactivity of the new psychology,
with entangled physics. There are others who seem to understand that the connectivity
we all share is an extension of ontological and physical processes, and indeed, this
revelation is not unique, it is common amongst those who think deeply:
"I do not believe in the possible future of mysticism in the old form. However, I do
believe that the natural sciences will out of themselves bring forth a counterpole in their
adherents, which connects to the old mystic elements." (Wolfgang Pauli)
In my view, the "spiritual" phenomena which are now so shrouded in mystery, may soon
be defined and their hope made manifest. Mystery is ignorance, and the unknown, once
revealed and understood, becomes both alluring and clear in a single glance, and we soon
understand, that to understand, is not to insult, but instead, understanding is height, point,
purpose and hope itself. Entangled nonlocal processes are at the basis of much universal
and human "magic" which once understood, will yield both our place in this connected
universe, and, a means to dramatically improve our situation, cure disease, and create a
tangible reason and means for all to behave in a completely different way. War,
competition and greed, are unnatural, foolish, and pathological. There is an alternative,
and to disseminate this vital truth, I have gathered a new cooperative venture along with
my friend Paolo Manzelli, so as to spread the idea far and wide: Future-Life-Net.
http://squa62.wix.com/future-life-net
Please read the Future-Life-Net charter here:
http://media.wix.com/ugd/cf8614_d5d52d57f2a34d07a5f9ed35cb2ac1af.pdf
This vision is shared by others, many more adept than myself. Please see the partial list
of participants below, and consider the possibilities. If we pool our minds and hearts,
rather than compete in greed, anything is possible. It is in caring, not competition, that
life and humanity may yet flourish. It is in cooperation that technology may serve to
better our state, rather than make more money for the rich, and create as many problems
as it solves, while putting money in the pocket of a vile corporation or the over-stuffed
wallet of the bloated and rich. Those who earn, should be rewarded, and so, we may all
cooperate and earn our place at a table overflowing with riches. To covet in greed, is to
become worthless. Let us discover our future value is in unity, not competitive division.
If you possess scientific acumen, or understand how to finance science which could help
nearly every human living on this planet…please consider joining the venture. Research

and labs are waiting. Please read below to see the caliber of the participants. Can you
see the future? If so, please consider lending a hand, and together, we may yet see the
broken race of man, rise from his back, now sprawled in the mud of his competition and
greed, so he may for the first time––at last begin: to stand.
Partial list of participants in Future-Life-Net:
Rich Norman, is the founder, and editor in chief of Mind Magazine and The Black
Watch: The Journal of Unconscious Psychology and Self-Psychoanalysis. He heads a
think tank of iconoclastic thinkers: The Universal Intelligence Network: Think Net. A
writer, newspaper columnist and musician with degrees in philosophy and music, he is
the author of books and scientific papers, spanning philosophy, psychology,
neuroscience, verse and fiction. Rich Norman is a weekly contributor to BlogIQ, a blog
serving the gifted community, and a regular contributor to the Prometheus Society
journal: Gift of Fire. www.mindmagazine.net

Paolo Manzelli, is a physicist, quantum chemist and founder/director of
LRE/EGOCREANET––University of Florence. A deeply progressive and original
thinker whose ideas are inspiring and correct, his vision is rare and creative. The future
may well listen closely to this man, and be the better for it.
http://www.mindmagazine.net/#!our-new-paradigm-with-paolo-manzelli/c1q5l
https://www.facebook.com/groups/431161846963599/
http://www.egocrea.net
http://www.edscuola.it/lre.html

Peggi Wolfe, stem cell researcher turned fractal artist, is the art director for Mind
Magazine www.mindmagazine.net, and Future-Life-Net. Her work has been featured in
countless exhibitions including prominent display on one of the largest cinematic devices
known: the billboard in Times Square, New York City. This organization is indebted to
her for more than it is comfortable to admit. Please enjoy her work in Mind Magazine,
and at the following address: http://wolfepaw.deviantart.com/gallery/

Dr. Arvydas Tamulis, is the leading expert in Quantum Prebiotic Evolution, a master of
chemical and biological quantum mathematical modeling and Independent Expert for the
European Commission, Brussels, whose insights probe into the very beginnings of

life. Topics to which this scientist has contributed include (list abbreviated): Quantum
Mechanical Modeling of Programmable Artificial Living Cells and Nanobiorobots Based
on Organometallic Photosensitizers, Prebiotic Chemistry and Early Evolution, Quantum
Modeling of Molecular Materials, Quantum Computation Using Self-Assembled
Molecular Spin Arrays, and Quantum Entangled Single BioOrganic Supramolecules as
Light Absorbing and Light Emitting Logical Devices. For a full bio and more
information:
http://media.wix.com/ugd/cf8614_f4a93382fee04f1ca1cc367908d9f053.pdf
http://www.mindmagazine.net/#!a-tamulis-quantum-prebiotic-evolution/c1uqw
Renate C.-Z. Quehenberger, is a scientific researcher working in digital arts, based in
Vienna (A) investigating higher dimensional space. Currently she is working on her
thesis in philosophy, “On the Hermeneutics of the Penrose Pattern,“ and editing a book
about her interdisciplinary visualization project Quantum Cinema - a digital vision,
funded by the Austrian Science Fund, FWF (2010 - 2013).
Finding: the 3D representation of the Penrose Kites and Darts Tilings, which can be
assigned as Plato‘s 5th element.
http://imaginary.org/users/renate-quehenberger
http://quantumcinema.uni-ak.ac.at/site/

Dr. Akuma Saningong: "The notion that science and spirituality are somehow mutually
exclusive does a disservice to both. Science is not only compatible with spirituality but it
is a source of spirituality. The energy in the universe is provably loving kindness."
Applied & Basic Research Scientific Chief Operating Officer (COO) in Biomass
Technologies EurA Consult AG · Biomass Technologies Germany · Hamburg, Hamburg
Technologies for the Efficient Use of Biomass to Produce Bioenergy at the Interface
between Academia and Industry.
Functional Studies on human Parvulins Universität Duisburg-Essen · ZMB Biochemistry · University of Duisburg-Essen Germany · Essen.
Functional Characterisation of Potential Regulatory SNPs in the Proximal Promoter
Region of the human ACDC Gene (Adiponectin) Technische Universitat Munchen ·
Department of Experimental Nutritional Medicine · Technical University of Munich AG
Hauner · Freising Molecular Cell Biology, Proteinbiochemistry and Engineering,
Biophysical Methods.
Teaching Experience: Assistant lecturer in Biochemistry at the University of Duisburg-

Essen, German Lecturer for Organic and Polymer Chemistry Hochschule Aalen · Faculty
of Mechanical Engineering and Material Sciences, Department of Surface and Material
Engineering Germany · Aalen. www.biomastec.de
Barbara Herreros, is a Chilean born nationalized Italian, with more than 30 years of
experience in marketing, sales and public relations. She is responsible for Drafting of Il
Caos Management. She is the Director of GEManagement Ltd., and, President Cultural
Association Project Grafting.
www.caosmanagement.it/52
https://it.linkedin.com/in/barbaraherreros

Daniela Biganzoli, lives and works in Milan, as a painter and designer. Daniela uses art
to bring together scientific and spiritual concepts into a holistic vision which addresses
the mysterious aspects of reality not yet fully understood through modern Science. There
is an invisible immaterial reality where we can not know the objects, but only their
relationships; a reality where all things and all events are interconnected. Full
biographical info is available at the following address:
http://media.wix.com/ugd/cf8614_3c25befcae404cb2a42c89fe28342ca7.pdf

Dorian Aur: I began my education in electrical engineering, followed by training in
automatic systems, specialized in artificial intelligence and control systems. I've taught
different courses in artificial intelligence, computer controlled systems and software
engineering. I returned to brain studies as a fellow in computational neuroscience at
Western Ontario University then at Barrow Neurological Institute and at Stanford
University. Using my previous expertise in signal processing, machine learning and
dynamic systems, I've put together several new techniques to analyze biological neurons
and brain rhythms and found a different, more powerful model of computation than
previously envisioned by many scientists (see neuroelectrodynamics).
"We are not only built from ‘stardust,’ we evolve and die as any star in the universe, and
our brain follows similar principles to function."

Giuseppe Monti: Business Associate IMC Rome Area, Italy Management Consulting
Consolidated experience (48 years) in Management Training, planning and implementing
ISO 9000, 14000 and SA 8000, Marketing Plan, Internationalization, Business Plan,
Balanced Scorecard, 5S, Business Continuity Management, Lean Organization, Logistic,

energy saving with clients of Small, Medium and Great companies.
Specialization: Balanced Scorecard, management education, strategic management,
organization, quality, environment, marketing, business plan, internationalization,
business continuity management energy saving.
http://www.caosmanagement.it/archivio-riviste/30-numero-92/198-science-technologycannot-be-stopped

Amrit Srečko Šorli: Studied at University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, physics, geodesy,
philosophy of science, epistemology, psychology. Independent Researcher, co-founder
and member of SpaceLife Institute back in 2000, and founder of Foundation of Physics
Research Institute - FOPI in 2013.
www.fopi.info
http://orcid.org/0000-0001-6711-4844

You may contact me through the staff contact page at Mind magazine:
www.mindmagazine.net

This work is the sole property of the author, Rich Norman © 2015, and is used by this
forum with both permission and gratitude.

	
  

